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Abstract 
  Recently, Williams[18] and then Yao, Xia and Jin[15] discovered explicit formulas for the coefficients 
of the Fourier series expansions of a class of eta quotients. Williams expressed all coefficients of 126 eta 










  and Yao, Xia and Jin, following the method of proof of 











Here, we will  express the even Fourier coefficients of 2 eta quotients i.e., the Fourier coefficients of the sum, 






























































































































 and the odd Fourier 





























































































































n   
and .,, 1913 ff   
Keywords: Dedekind eta function; eta quotients; Fourier series. 
 
1   Introduction 
The divisor function  ni  is defined for a positive integer i  by  




i   (1) 
   integer. positive anot  isn  if0: ni  
The Dedekind eta function is defined by  






  (2) 
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where  
  0>:=,: 2 yiyxHzeq iz    (3) 






aZanmzzf   (4) 
It is interesting and important to determine explicit formulas of the Fourier coefficients of eta quotients since they are the 
building blocks of modular forms of level n and weight k. The book of Köhler [13] (Chapter 3, pg.39) describes such 
expansions by means of Hecke Theta series and develops algorithms for the determination of suitable eta quotients. One 
can find more information in [3], [6], [14], [16], [17]. I have determined the Fourier coefficients of the theta series 
associated to some quadratic forms, see [10], [11], [12], [7], [8] and [9]. 
Recently, Williams, see [18] discovered explicit formulas for the coefficients of Fourier series expansions of a 










  One example is as follows: 
  
 
     









gives the expansion found by Williams. 











 One example is as follows: 
 
   









gives the even coefficients. Motivated by these two results, we can also express the even Fourier coefficients of 2 eta 






























































































































seeTable 2. One example is as follows: 
  z224  
gives result. We can also express the odd Fourier coefficients of 393 eta quotients in terms of 
































































































































see 40 of them in Table 3A and Table 3B. One example is as follows: 
 
 










gives result. Now we can state our main Theorem: 
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Theorem 1 Let 521 ,,, bbb   be non-negative integers satisfying 
 24.521  bbb   (5) 
Define the integers 1264321 ,,,,, aaaaaa  by 
 24,422: 543211  bbbbba  (6) 
                            60,1033: 543212  bbbbba  (7) 
 72,34623: 543213  bbbbba  (8) 
                            24,242: 543214  bbbbba  (9) 
      180,710979: 543216  bbbbba  (10) 
 72.24336: 5432112  bbbbba  (11) 
Let 
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They are functions of q  by (3). Now define rational numbers  
 ,,,,,,,,,,,, 121110,9876543210 kkkkkkkkkkkkk  
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17 xkxkxkxkxkxkxkx   (14) 
 Define the rational numbers  
 ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 76543211264321 rrrrrrrcccccc  
 1918171615141312111098  and ,,,,,,,,,, rrrrrrrrrrrr  
as in Table 1. 
Here 1921 ,,, fff   are in S   ,12012   except 19129 ,, fff  which are in M   12012   and  









where for ,Nn  






















cnWncnc   








































c   










































c   
         ).(....)( 191911 nfrnfr   
 
        )252()22522(((=)(2 5152
5
151 nWncnWncnc    

















































c   










































c   
           ),(2..)(2)(2 191914141313 nfrnfrnfr   
          )1225212(((=1)(2 5151  nWncnc   




















c   
              1),.(2...1)(21)(2 12122211  nfrnfrnfr  
 and, for ,1,2,= n  
       0,=12....=12=12 191413  nfnfnf  
       0.=2=...=2=2 1221 nfnfnf  
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Proof. It follows from  (6-11) that 
                       11264321 24=126432 baaaaaa   (15) 
 24,=1264321 aaaaaa   (16) 










 Now we will use p-k parametrization of Alaca, Alaca and Williams, see [1]: 
  























  (17) 
where the theta function  q  is defined by  





Setting x=p in ( 12), and multiplying both sides by k ,12 we obtain 
























210(= pkpkpkpkpkpkpkk   


















8 xkxkxkxkpkpkpkpkpk   














17 kxkxkxkxkxkxkxkxk   
 Alaca, Alaca and Williams [2] have established the following representations in terms of p and k: 
   ,)(2)2(1)(1)(12= 1/21/81/81/61/21/241/6 kpppppq   (18) 
 
   ,)(2)2(1)(1)(12= 1/21/41/41/121/41/121/32 kpppppq   (19) 
 
   ,)(2)2(1)(1)(12= 1/21/241/241/21/61/81/63 kpppppq   (20) 
 
   ,)(2)2(1)(1)(12= 1/21/21/81/241/81/62/34 kpppppq   (21) 
 
   ,)(2)2(1)(1)(12= 1/21/121/121/41/121/41/36 kpppppq   (22) 
 
   ,)(2)2(1)(1)(12= 1/21/61/241/81/241/22/312 kpppppq   (23) 
















nqnqE   
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5 50410081=   
























25210081=   
                
691
3201309
= 12E  
since 


























5   





= 11 nn    
where 











































6 49327467649330374264451649452492=)( ppppppqE   
 
15161718 60104744745194363228143813679546143123900892 pppp   
  121314 843132583960042777983697601932838215 ppp  
  891011 94363228143601047447451601932838215042777983697 pppp  
  4567 49330374493274676312390089281367954614 pppp  
 1,492494522644516 23  ppp  
 
19202122232422
6 1095421437261819212=)( ppppppqE   
 
15161718 2536207042829821/43442455790615 pppp   
 
11121314 679436612153857201/6794366146891506 pppp   
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78910 344245542829821/42536207046891506 pppp   
 11219226181437109542790615 23456  pppppp  
 
  18192021222324326 904457481146286012=)( pppppppqE  
 
1314151617 47752835176825266412246320988 ppppp   
 
89101112 122463252664351768477528566836 ppppp   
 112602811465748904420988 234567  ppppppp  
 
  21222324426 178759/51215261/1024129/10241/4096=)( ppppqE  
 
17181920 62363787/25447559/12822317461/51241525227/10 pppp   
 
13141516 696723/32247071/12883635987/1202414298273/1 pppp   
 
89101112 40401/1625457/2140205/478285/2488023/64 ppppp   
 1,126015411470812299/422455/4 234567  ppppppp  
  1718192021222324626 747539781771546012=)( ppppppppqE  
  111213141516 10593137/210592282182115/4 pppppp  
  45678910 177785397472115/4218228 ppppppp  
 1,1260154 23  ppp  
 
2021222324122
6 375/102435/51215/10243/10241/4096=)( pppppqE   
 
16171819 24993/10242493/256931/256699/512 pppp   
 
1112131415 267/418119/647125/325781/1283785/128 ppppp   
 
5678910 782093/42421/4333/161265/2606 pppppp   
 11260154177 234  pppp  
It is easy to check the following expressions by (18-23 ) 
  


















1718192021 1901/16384131/409695/1638441/655361/32768(= ppppp   
 
13141516 423/20482079/4096815831/3276618839/6553 pppp   
 ,)1/12817/25631/128125/256575/1024559/2048 12789101112 kpppppp   
  
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 227/1024311/4096273/1638435/163841/8192(= 17181920  pppp  
 819/40962151/81928217/163846939/16384 13141516  pppp  
 ,)1/12817/256123/512485/10241057/2048 12789101112 kpppppp   
  


















1516171819 185/512665/409623/51229/40961/2048(= ppppp   
 
1011121314 235/512965/2048533/4096159/5121991/4096 ppppp   
 ,)1/12817/25661/256 12789 kppp   
 








1617181920 1441/10241327/1024257/51225/2561/128(= ppppp   
 
12131415 819/10244761/10244807/1024995/1024 pppp   
 
7891011 35/32221/12817/5124097/10245515/1024 ppppp   
 ,)1/3219/64 1256 kpp   
              


















19202122 1565/32768641/6553619/16384(1/16384= pppp   
 
15161718 1239/32768618505/65532297/81924801/32768 pppp   
 
1011121314 95/256199/1024689/20481475/20482211/4096 ppppp   
 ,)1/12817/25629/128 12789 kppp   
    
 


















1617181920 259/1024215/1024105/51217/2561/128(= ppppp   
 
12131415 819/1024495/1024495/1024819/1024 pppp   
 ,)1/12817/256105/512215/1024259/1024 127891011 kppppp   
    
 


















1920212223 416361/1638485/1024247/204817/1024(1/1024= ppppp   
 
15161718 456119/163842317/81928023/4096410703/1638 pppp   
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11121314 595/1283679/102474321/8192471643/1638 pppp   
 ,)1/3219/6467/6485/64317/2562851/512 125678910 kpppppp   
    
 


















1416171819 33/409633/40961/12813/40961/2048(= ppppp   
 ,)1/204813/40961/128 12111213 kppp   
    

















 610321/6553755/8192215/81921/256(1/4096= 21222324  pppp  
 
1617181920 3959/65536815/1024816237/3276191/32768 ppppp   
 1937/2048443/20484565/4096837801/3276 131415  ppp  
 ,)1/12817/25625/12835/256457/1024 12789101112 kpppppp   
    


















151617181920 3783/12812881/256811/32219/32(1/16= pppppp   
 
1011121314 26643/6411229/6421957/1283937/16779/8 ppppp   
 
56789 1091/327467/6434777/12838879/2563603/16 ppppp   
 ,)1/223/4213/8931/16 12234 kpppp   
     


















1920212223 45365/20483755/512369/25641/2561/128(= ppppp   
 
15161718 4238005/1026523731/4092541/10246142317/409 pppp   
 
11121314 8178493/204962160639/404358967/1026289525/409 pppp   
 
678910 5643/3218129/6451/128246645/5124503675/102 ppppp   
 ,)1/223/4207/8805/1625/16 122345 kppppp   
    


















1617181920 2241/6553611/102473/327689/32768(1/65536= ppppp   
 
12131415 403/40961059/81921925/163842471/32768 pppp   
 ,)1/51215/1024101/2048 1291011 kppp   
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    


















1819202122 7931/327681103/16384793/6553621/16384(1/16384= ppppp   
 
14151617 410083/16388633/16384655257/65539395/16384 pppp   
 
910111213 31/32389/512245/5123639/20481843/1024 ppppp   
 .)1/649/64133/256 12678 kppp   
    
   

















1516171819 33/204897/409629/204817/40961/2048(= ppppp   
 .)1/10247/102477/409649/204833/4096 121011121314 kppppp   
    
   

















1617181920 765/2048895/8192343/1638439/163841/8192(= ppppp   
 
12131415 333/102481/64422095/1638414203/1638 pppp   
 .)1/649/6435/6419/16771/512469/512 1267891011 kpppppp   
    
   

















1617181920 10107/40961599/2048645/409619/1024(1/1024= ppppp   
 
12131415 32175/40962587/204823867/40961281/256 pppp   
 
67891011 21/893/16819/1283/162479/2563505/256 pppppp   
 .)1/165/8 1245 kpp   
             


















1718192021 1159/16384371/16384153/3276837/655361/32768(= ppppp   
 
1213141516 379/204845/1024513/4096783/40969567/65536 ppppp   
 .)1/2561/3227/25649/256 12891011 kpppp   
    


















1617181920 497/4096411/8192211/1638431/163841/8192(= ppppp   
 
12131415 679/409635/20482291/163842963/16384 pppp   
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 .)1/2561/32107/1024189/1024 12891011 kpppp   
 
    


















1617181920 3649/65536249/1638491/327685/16384(1/65536= ppppp   
 
1112131415 63/256731/2048373/10241099/4096589/4096 ppppp   
 .)1/2561/3229/256 128910 kppp   
 Obviously, 191, ff   are functions of q  , see (3),( 17). Here 1921 ,,, fff   are in S   ,12012   except 
19129 ,, fff  which are in M   12012  by [4]. Now 
            zzzzzz aaaaaa 126432 1264321   























































































































12(= pkpkpkpkpkpkkk   










7 kpkpkpkpkpk   











12 kpkpkpkpkpkp   











18 pkpkpkpkpkpkp   
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4 1111  

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   

















   
   

















    


















   


















   


































































































































c   









































cnWncnc   








































c   










































c   
         ).(....)( 191911 nfrnfr   
Therefore, for n=1,2,... ,  
        )252()22522(((=)(2 5152
5
151 nWncnWncnc    
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c   










































c   
          ).(2....)(2 191911 nfrnfr   
        )252()22522(((= 5152
5
151 nWncnWnc    

















































c   










































c   
      ),.(2..)(2)(2 191914141313 nfrnfrnfr   
 
























cnWncnc   












































c   














































c   
              1),.(2...1)(21)(2 12122211  nfrnfrnfr  
    )1225212(((=1)(2 5151  nWncnc   




















c   
             1),(2...1)(21)(2 12122211  nfrnfrnfr  



























 and, for n=1,2,... ,  
       0,=12....=12=12 191413  nfnfnf  
 
       0.=2=...=2=2 1221 nfnfnf  
These formulas are valid for 112116 nontrivial eta quotients. Among them, we have found 2 eta quotients, see Table2, such 
that 
        )252()22522(((=)(2 5152
5
151 nWncnWncnc    
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c   










































c   
      0,=1)(2 nc  
and 393 eta quotients, see Table 3A and Table 3B, such that 
        )252()22522(((=)(2 5152
5
151 nWncnWncnc    










































c   










































c   
             ,22 19191313 nfrnfr    
      0.=1)(2 nc  
Remark 2 If f  is an eta quotient, then )( qf   is also an eta quotient, and the coefficients of  )()(
2
1
qfqf   
are exactly the even coefficients of f. In particular, it means that we have obtained all coefficients of the the sum of 2 eta 
quotients.  
Remark 3 S (12))( 012   is 19 dimensional, see [5] (Chapter 3, pg.87 and Chapter 5, pg.197), and generated by  
                ,3,,4,2,,12,6,4,3,2, 4,124,123,123,123,12 zzzzzzzz   
       12,12,212,12,16,12,36,12,36,12,26,12,26,12,16,12,1 ,,2,,2,,2,  zzz  
where   is the unique cuspidal form in S (1))( 012   , 3,12  is the unique newform in S (3))( 06   , 4,12  is the 
unique newform in S (4))( 012   , 6,12,36,12,26,12,1 ,,   are all newforms in S (6))( 012   and 12,12,212,12,1,  are all 
newforms in S (12))( 012   . By simple calculation, we see that   














=1   











3,123,123,12   










6,12,16,12,14,124,12   
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=2   




























6,12,16,12,14,12   




















         











=3   











3,123,12   








4,124,123,12   

















6,12,36,12,36,12,2   






















=4   











3,123,123,12   










6,12,16,12,14,124,12   
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6,12,16,12,14,12   


































=6   











3,123,123,12   










6,12,16,12,14,124,12   










6,12,36,12,36,12,26,12,2   



















=7   




























6,12,16,12,14,12   
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=8   




























6,12,16,12,14,12   




























=9   


















3,123,123,12   

















6,12,26,12,26,12,1   
















121212,12,2   






1212   




















=10   
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6,12,16,12,14,12   
































=11   









6,12,13,123,12   





















=12   









6,12,13,123,12   





















=13   









6,12,13,123,12   









     












= 6,12,36,12,214 zzzzf 
 
   












=15   









6,12,13,123,12   
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= 3,1216   









6,12,36,12,13,12 zzz   












= 3,123,1217   
























=18   









6,12,13,123,12   









126,12,36,12,2   
























=19   









6,12,13,123,12   









126,12,36,12,2   









121212 zEzEzE   
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321013 76922888527872951091211403264: kkkkr   
 7654 4333568518553660293126864896 kkkk   
 111098 843776172851226050563473408 kkkk   
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 15141312 2777088185958495027249152 kkkk   
 19181716 6529024557875246366723702784 kkkk   
 23222120 11403264943718484541447487488 kkkk   
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